Mystery shopping, where people pretend to be clients in order to assess the quality of service or obtain specific information for research purposes, has long been a valuable tool for evaluating service provision in the business world, particularly in retail services. More recently this technique has been imported into the health service to assess aspects of service provision, ranging from service in community pharmacies\textsuperscript{1} to the operation of telephone triage services.\textsuperscript{2} In these cases mystery shoppers are employed to use the service pretending to be patients; they are usually given a scenario to act out and told which specific aspects of the service they are to assess. Because mystery shopping relies on an element of deception in that the shopper has to ensure that those serving him or her are unaware of his or her real purpose, questions have been raised about its ethical acceptability.\textsuperscript{1,3} Here, we want to consider those ethical issues as they relate specifically to the use of mystery shoppers in the evaluation of psychiatric services, although some of the issues we raise may also apply more widely across the health service.

**Mystery shoppers in psychiatric services**

To make clear the ethical issues that are raised, let us look at a real-life vignette of how mystery shopping can be used in psychiatry. One could, for example, test the effectiveness and quality of care provided by a drug treatment service by employing mystery shoppers to approach the service pretending to have a problem with drug misuse. They could then carry out their evaluation of the service as they proceed as patients through their assessments by the doctor and other relevant professionals. This whole process may involve several episodes, each of which may last for some time. At the end of the whole process the pretend patients would then report back on their experience of the service. These reports could then be used, along with other forms of evaluation, to plan improvements to, or implement changes in, the drug treatment service.

The use of mystery shoppers in this scenario involves extensive pretence and the shopper must act the role of a patient for some considerable time. In this it is very similar to research involving pseudo-patients, such as Rosenhan’s study\textsuperscript{4} of mental health facilities in which he and his assistants faked the symptoms of schizophrenia to gain access to these facilities as patients. One response to this type of research has been to argue that the deception involved renders it morally unacceptable,\textsuperscript{5} but a strict ban on these grounds looks too strong.\textsuperscript{6} There may be valuable knowledge to be gained from deceptive research. For this reason, although deceptive research would not normally be allowed, research ethics guidelines (e.g. Research Ethics Framework\textsuperscript{7} and Statement of Ethical Practice\textsuperscript{8}) generally allow it in some cases – yet they insist that it is only acceptable where there are no other ways to achieve the aims of the research. Furthermore, when considering whether a particular piece of deceptive research should be allowed, they stress the importance of considering two further questions: Does the deceptive method used have a good chance of achieving the ends desired? And is that end sufficiently important to justify the use of deceptive methods? Given that mystery shopping involves the same type of deception as research involving pretend patients, it seems relevant to also consider these questions in relation to it.

**Is deception the only way?**

It may well be that the aims of many mystery shopper programmes could not be achieved without resorting to deception. People change their behaviour when they think they are being watched, so if you want to evaluate what...
normally happens, some form of covert activity, which may well involve deception, is probably needed. But we still need to consider whether the mystery shopper programme itself would be able to achieve those aims. Considering the vignette outlined earlier, it is clear that for the programme to meet its aims, the mystery shoppers must be able to come across as believable patients for the duration of the interaction. This is not easy to do; it is certainly much harder than the task facing mystery shoppers in many commercial settings. In research involving people pretending to be patients it is often the case that the pseudo-patients are actually healthcare professionals as well involving deception, is probably needed. But we still need to consider whether the mystery shopper programme itself would be able to achieve those aims. Considering the vignette outlined earlier, it is clear that for the programme to meet its aims, the mystery shoppers must be able to come across as believable patients for the duration of the interaction. This is not easy to do; it is certainly much harder than the task facing mystery shoppers in many commercial settings. In research involving people pretending to be patients it is often the case that the pseudo-patients are actually healthcare professionals as well involving deception, is probably needed. But we still need to consider whether the mystery shopper programme itself would be able to achieve those aims. Considering the vignette outlined earlier, it is clear that for the programme to meet its aims, the mystery shoppers must be able to come across as believable patients for the duration of the interaction. This is not easy to do; it is certainly much harder than the task facing mystery shoppers in many commercial settings. In research involving people pretending to be patients it is often the case that the pseudo-patients are actually healthcare professionals as these are the people with the appropriate expertise to carry out both the deception and the assessment of the service being provided. Something similar would appear to be the case when using mystery shoppers to evaluate psychiatric services. Although sufficiently informed and knowledgeable people may be able to carry out the mystery shopper role in a way that helps to achieve the aim of the programme, shoppers who lack that knowledge are unlikely to do so. As such, it seems that mystery shopper programmes in psychiatric service need to be very careful about who they use as the mystery shoppers, be it healthcare professionals or service users.

**When does the end justify the means?**

Even if the use of mystery shoppers can achieve the aims of the programme and there is no other way to do this, there still remains a question about the importance of those aims. Considering the time a mystery shopper in our earlier vignette will take up, and the deception involved, it seems problematic to do this if the aim is something comparatively trivial. So, a question that needs to be asked about any proposal to use mystery shoppers is whether the potential gains from doing so are significant enough to justify the methods used. How this calculation turns out will depend on the details of the individual case – on what the mystery shopper programme aims to achieve and the extent of the deception involved. There is no reason to think that mystery shopping in evaluating psychiatric services will always be ruled out as the result of such an assessment. But the assessment does need to take place.

There is much to be said for this assessment to be made independently of those proposing to carry out the mystery shopper programme, as happens in the ethical evaluation of research. Given the high value placed on honesty and trust between the clinician and the patient in the health service, carrying out practices that might undermine that trust seems deeply problematic. For this reason, just as deceptive research would need to undergo independent scrutiny of its methodology and be considered by a research ethics committee, we think that a similar form of independent scrutiny should be in place for assessing the use of mystery shoppers. As the issues raised are the same, there seems no reason to accept a lower degree of scrutiny in this case than would be required were it to be framed as a research project.

Furthermore, whereas complete openness to the staff involved may defeat the aims of the programme, knowing that it has had such scrutiny is a useful way to get as much transparency into it as is possible.

What can we conclude from all this? Looking at the issues raised by research involving people pretending to be patients has highlighted areas of ethical concern that this type of deception raises, concerns that are also raised by the use of mystery shoppers to evaluate psychiatric services. As with deceptive research we do not want to say that no deception in service evaluation is ever acceptable. But there are important constraints on the ethical acceptability of such programmes. Where mystery shopping is to be used as part of service evaluation this should only occur where that evaluation cannot be done by using non-deceptive methods. It should also be ensured that the people employed as mystery shoppers are sufficiently informed and skilled, both to be able to pass effectively as patients and to carry out the appropriate evaluation. Finally, mystery shopping should only be used where independent scrutiny concludes that the importance of the aims of the evaluation is sufficient to justify the deception used.
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